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The evolution of sedentariness in east-central Mississippi seems to follow specific
patterns when both time and space are accounted for. Prehistoric pottery counts and
frequencies from sites located throughout east-central Mississippi were examined in order
to better understand settlement patterns. This study combines data from both newly
recorded and previously recorded sites.

These data are analyzed using frequency

seriation and correspondence analysis, thus allowing the investigation of settlement
patterns through both space and time.

The results are used to address competing

hypotheses concerning a gradual spread of sedentary settlement versus a very rapid
adoption of sedentariness. The main factors organizing assemblages from sedentary
settlements in this area seem to be distance from a major river and population growth.
The data indicate that sedentariness was adopted gradually.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Archaeology has always been concerned with the location and surrounding
environment of archaeological sites. As a result, the concept of settlement pattern has
been constructed as a foundation for explanations regarding site locations and
distributions. A variety of different data sets can be used by investigators to ask and
investigate a wide range of different archaeological questions regarding settlement
patterns.

There is also a variety of types of settlement patterns: mobile settlement

patterns, seasonal settlement patterns, intra-site residential patterns, and sedentary
settlement patterns.

This investigation is only concerned with settlement patterns

displayed by sedentary populations. In this case, the archaeological record will be used
to determine the advent of sedentary settlement patterns displayed through space and time
in a portion of east-central Mississippi.
Both time and space are important in understanding a complete settlement pattern.
This is because a simple picture of all sites, as though they were contemporary, in an area
will give a vastly different pattern than when considering the temporal association of
each occupation individually. Using large-scale temporal divisions, like periods, when
addressing settlement patterns can skew the pattern for two main reasons: noncontemporaneity, and the division of time using diagnostic artifacts that are functional
1

and not stylistic. Non-contemporaneity is an issue in this investigation, because the
threshold of sedentariness could possibly have been reached in a large area very rapidly.
This would require small time divisions to show which assemblages indicate the
beginning of sedentariness. Large, arbitrary divisions of time would be insufficient for
detecting this rapid period of change. This is because the threshold for sedentariness
might have been reached in the middle of one of these large blocks of time; if this
happened then all of the sites representing this arbitrary block of time could not be
identified as representing either sedentary or non-sedentary settlement. Thus, making
arbitrary time divisions based on established cultural periods is imprecise when
investigating sedentariness. The problem of non-contemporaneity is addressed in this
investigation by looking at assemblages with different durations in separate seriations.
This allows the possibility of a rapid spread of sedentariness to be seen.
The use of diagnostic artifacts is a problem in this investigation because some
traits for diagnostic artifacts are functional while others are stylistic (Dunnell 1978b).
This causes temporal divisions of varying lengths. A simple example of this is the
triangular projectile point, as its onset of use in the study area likely represents a
functional change. Thus, using this cultural trait to delineate time would create a long
block of time marked by very rapid change at the beginning; this is a result of the
selection for this functional trait. A long period of stabilizing selection may follow, with
little or no change in the functional diagnostics. In a separate case, the creation of blocks
of time using stylistic cultural traits would make periods, the defining attributes for which

2

spread gradually. This can be understood by looking at a seriation. The stylistic traits
used to create a temporal order would follow a unimodal curve.
This dichotomy between style and function has been taken into account by
conceptualizing the entire study area as representing only two kinds of settlement
patterns: sedentary and non-sedentary.

The presence of ceramics allows the

differentiation between sedentary assemblages and non-sedentary assemblages.

The

ceramic styles used to organize time are important in order to understand the speed of
adoption of sedentariness.

Theoretical Considerations
There are some assumptions surrounding sedentariness in archaeology that need
to be addressed in order to maximize the benefit derived from this investigation of
sedentary settlement patterns. The first is that sedentariness is a threshold event (Rafferty
1994). This means that there is no continuum ranging from mobile to sedentary. It is
possible for an archaeologist to address mobility in terms of a continuum. Sedentariness,
however, does not fit into this continuum. “Increasing sedentism”, by definition, cannot
occur because mobility is what decreases; sedentariness is a state. There is one main
criterion for sedentary settlement, which is that as long as a settlement is occupied
continuously, by at least part of the population for at least one year, it is a sedentary
settlement (Rafferty 1985, 2002).

Within this definition much variability can be

encompassed. For example, individuals or segments of the population can move from
place to place in a sedentary settlement pattern, as long as some settlements are occupied
3

continuously. Long-term and short-term sedentary settlements also may exist. These
variants of sedentary settlement are important to consider in the context of this
investigation. Sedentary settlement patterns will contain some sites that possibly are not
occupied for the entire year, e.g., short-term resource extraction sites. These sites do not
represent a non-sedentary settlement pattern. They, instead, are sites that allow a greater
understanding of the overall sedentary settlement pattern and allow archaeologists to
more fully understand the function of residential mobility. Due to such variability, the
definition for sedentary sites is kept very short and succinct (Rafferty 1985).
With this definition in place, it becomes necessary to outline the indicators of
sedentariness that can be seen within the confines of the archaeological record. These
indicators are not the only way that sedentariness can be investigated; however, they are
an efficient means of assessing survey data.

These six indicators for sedentary

settlements, as outlined in Rafferty (1994), are: short distance to permanent water, high
artifact density, high tool diversity, the site reaching sufficient size to indicate annual
occupation, presence of midden, and the presence of burials. Using these six indicators
on sufficiently large archaeological samples, it becomes possible to ascertain whether or
not a sedentary settlement pattern is represented.
Other correlations between sedentariness and material culture have been noted.
The archaeological record is composed of artifacts and their locations. The patterns
identified in archaeological assemblages can be, and have been, used to indicate
sedentariness, including patterns in lithics (Odell 1988). Odell used tool type frequencies
associated with agriculture to determine sedentariness in archaeological assemblages.
4

Another approach, accumulations research, uses a mathematical formula to investigate
the amount and types of artifacts that sedentary and non-sedentary cultures discard
(Gallivan 2002). While neither lithics nor accumulations research will be employed in
this investigation, these methods serve to illustrate that many connections exist between
material culture and sedentariness.
In this investigation, the presence of pottery is the main connection employed
between sedentariness and material culture. This is due to the benefits that pottery
provides for sedentary life (Rafferty 1985, 1994; Russo 1996:117), such as an increased
ability for safe storage and the possibility of new cooking techniques. Pottery also allows
storage of resources that would not need to be stored by mobile populations. Water could
be stored and transported in pottery; however, this would be an unnecessary burden if the
population in question were mobile and could simply move to a water source. Pottery
also is breakable and heavy and therefore difficult to transport in a mobile settlement
pattern. The fragility of pottery also allows for a unique way of looking at sedentariness.
If pottery was being transported by mobile populations and a pot broke, it would have to
be replaced with clays from the nearest source. This would have created a pottery sample
composed of many different clay sources; however, in a local pottery sourcing study
using laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (Baca 2007), the
pottery from a series of Middle Woodland occupations was found to be predominantly
composed of local-area clays. This indicates that the populations which created this
pottery remained near a local clay source most of the time and, therefore, were most
likely sedentary. Alternately, groups could cache pottery; however, whole pots in non5

burial contexts are rare. A few nearly complete pots were found at the Kellogg Village
site; however, these were found broken and are not clear evidence of cashing. Even
considering the Kellogg Village site, there is not enough evidence in this study area to
suggest caching over a period of approximately two millennia.

In sum, after the

connection between material culture and sedentariness is made (Gallivan 2002; Odell
1988; Rafferty 1985, 1994; Russo 1996), a correlation can be made between pottery, as
material culture, and sedentariness (Baca 2007; Rafferty 1985, 1994; Russo 1996).
This settlement pattern investigation is not concerned with determining whether
any given site was the location of a sedentary settlement. Rather, it is concerned with
understanding the spread of sedentary settlement patterns.

Because of this, a second

assumption will be made. In this investigation, following the reasoning given above, all
of the sites where pottery is found are considered representative of sedentary settlements.
This assumption is based on the premise of Rafferty (1985, 1994; cf. Peacock 1997) that
Woodland-period peoples in northern Mississippi were sedentary and that pottery is
considered an important indicator of sedentariness (Peacock 1997:245; Rafferty
1985:133, 1994:410). In accordance with the findings of this previous research, the
presence of pottery at a site will be considered evidence of sedentariness. Because
pottery will be the main source of data analyzed in this investigation, sites with no pottery
present will not be suitable for answering the question posed.
I have framed this investigation in terms of scientific evolution and natural
selection. Selection is based in fitness and operates on variability (Strickberger 2000:25).
Fitness, in strictly genetic terms, is the ability of an organism to more successfully
6

reproduce its genes in fertile offspring relative to other organisms occupying the same
environment (Strickberger 2000:27). Where culture is concerned, there might seem to be
a problem accounting for human behavior and choice. However, this issue is adequately
addressed in the argument that human behavior is a part of the human phenotype
(Dunnell 1978a) and thus is under selection. Genetic transmission is not the only means
of transferring behavioral traits to offspring; culture can be transmitted through learning
(for more in-depth discussion see Dunnell 1978a, 1980, 1989; Lipo et al. 1997; and
Neiman 1995). By conceptually extending the human phenotype to include behavior and
its products, it becomes possible to discuss fitness in terms of cultural traits as well as
biological traits. Selection is defined as the sum of all factors that cause differential
survivorship (Strickberger 2000). This definition can encompass many different scales.
There can be selection for organisms, traits of organisms, populations, and traits within
the population. Therefore, selection can operate on the relative fitness of cultural traits,
allowing the scientific study of the archaeological record.
When considering fitness and selection, some traits will be selectively neutral.
This creates the necessity for a distinction between style and function. Functional traits
are under selection (Dunnell 1978b). Function, in this case, is not concerned with what
the trait actually accomplishes, but whether it is under selection (Dunnell 1978b).
Stylistic traits are selectively neutral; they persist because they are cultural norms. The
standard example of this would be a pottery style. The distribution of these traits is
explained through drift; they slowly gain in frequency, then slowly decrease in frequency
as other stylistic traits are created. As a result, stylistic traits create unimodal curves
7

through time (Dunnell 1970; Lipo et al. 1997). Functional traits, on the other hand,
characteristically show a quick adoption due to the relative speed of selection
(Strickberger 2000) as they out-compete other traits; likewise, they are rapidly abandoned
as they themselves are out-competed. This rapid adoption and abandonment through
time prohibits the frequencies of functional traits from forming a series of overlapping,
unimodal curves when seriated.
It is this dichotomy between style and function that allows a scientific
investigation to occur in archaeology (Dunnell 1970; Lipo et al. 1997). The key to
sedentariness creating a competitive advantage lies in three factors: population density,
range constriction, and environment. If the adoption of sedentariness allows a selective
advantage in competition with high-density non-sedentary settlement patterns, then
analysis of the pottery present at sedentary sites will indicate a rapid adoption of pottery
across space. This will occur as mobile groups adopt sedentariness. Conversely, if the
population density within a given range causes sedentary populations to compete with
non-sedentary populations, then sedentariness will spread rapidly due to the selection for
sedentariness. If the population density within a given range allows for sedentary and
non-sedentary settlement patterns to co-exist without competition, then sedentariness will
spread slowly as sedentary populations grow and encroach on the space occupied by
mobile groups.

Mobile populations will not become sedentary unless they reach a

population density and range constriction threshold (Rafferty 1994). This would create a
gradual adoption of sedentariness as each population is either displaced or reaches the
necessary range restriction and population density threshold for sedentariness. There is
8

also the possibility that the environment places low limits on population density. If this is
the case, the adoption of sedentariness will not occur. An example of this is found in the
American West where there were agricultural villages along the Missouri River and horse
nomads occupying the plains. The environment of the plains limited the density of the
nomad populations, preventing them from reaching the threshold for sedentariness
(Greene and Stamps 2001; Wilson 1963).
There are many traits that will allow a dense population to out-compete a less
dense population. An example is warfare. The fitness of populations participating in
warfare could increase with greater population density, as a large population likely would
have an advantage when warring with a small population.

This might lead to the

selection of dense populations over less-dense populations
The methods used in this thesis are seriation and multivariate analysis. These
techniques allow selection as an explanation for the spread of sedentariness to be tested
(Dunnell 1978b, 1980; Neiman and Smith 2007, Rafferty 2008). The idea of selection
does not in any way replace the notion of choice by the human mind; instead, it
acknowledges that humans choose a variety of different solutions for a situation or
problem. Every species has a varied set of solutions that can be applied to a specific
scenario. The resultant traits will differentially survive based on their fitness. The
successful solutions are considered to be adaptations (Foley 1985, 1995; Smith 1966:15).

9

Settlement Pattern Hypotheses
There is no uncertainty that throughout prehistory populations have become
sedentary.

There are, however, many different ideas surrounding the sedentary

settlement of human populations. As a result, archaeologists have considered many
different settlement pattern models. Here, I focus on three such models. The first is based
on the staging model (Anderson 1996); however, the focus is on the sedentary outcome
of the model. This model, called the “pull” model, states that human populations became
sedentary in certain environments that were well suited for supporting sedentary
populations. When these areas were found, mobile populations would choose to remain
at these resource-rich locations for longer periods of time until fully sedentary settlement
was reached. In other words, these resource-rich locations caused the mobile population
to become place-oriented (Anderson 1996). The model originally addressed Archaicperiod populations. It can, however, be expanded to address sedentary populations in any
period because the result of this place orientation is sedentariness. The population would
supplement the primary resources at this location by logistical forays into other areas to
gather the lacking primary resources. Eventually, the use of secondary resources would
supplant the use of primary-resource-gathering logistical forays.

These secondary

resources and resource intensification led to the adoption of sedentariness. There have
been many different ideas surrounding this notion of resource-rich locations and where
they could be found. It might be a coastal environment (Russo 1996). It could be a
riverine environment. There are other resources besides caloric; for example, a resourcerich location might allow easy access to lithic resources (Sassaman 1996).
10

If this place-orientation was under selection, its results might be visible in the
archaeological record if the resource-rich locations could be identified and it could be
shown that intensification in the use of resources occurred through time by the same
population; also, if the population became sedentary and maintained continued use of the
resources, then it is possible that this “pull” cycle’s expectations might be in accord with
evidence for the distribution of sedentary settlement.

This would not cause it to be

preferred as an explanation over the two evolutionary hypotheses discussed below,
however, because they also predict that sedentariness would occur earliest in resourcerich environments.
The second settlement pattern model is based on a population density-driven
gradual spread of sedentary behavior. If the settlement pattern change were driven by
gradual population growth, then the duration of occupation at sedentary sites closer to a
resource-rich area, e.g., a major river valley, would be markedly longer than that of
sedentary sites located further away from the river (Figure 1).

As the sedentary

population grows, the boundaries of sedentariness would gradually expand to encompass
more and more specific environments. This would be supported through the discovery of
early, long-duration sedentary settlements close to the river and by increasingly later
shorter-duration sedentary settlements further from the river. This is expressed in Figure
1 which illustrates the expected distributions of diagnostic artifacts is sedentariness
spread gradually or rapidly.

11

Figure 1 Expected distributions of diagnostic artifacts if sedentariness spread gradually
or rapidly

This model relies on testing the archaeological record and observing change over
time. There are two main factors that would be expected to influence this settlement
pattern shift. The first is gradual increase in population. The second is a gradual
reduction of range size (Kelly 1992). The slow change of these two variables can
eventually cause an abrupt and drastic change in a third variable (Rafferty 1994). In this
model, this third variable is settlement mobility. Because this model relies on the gradual
change of two variables that can be investigated within the archaeological record, it is
possible to test it scientifically.

Once the range size decreased and the population

increased to the threshold point for sedentariness, settlement would become sedentary.
Due to variable environments and the workings of selection, the increase in population
and decrease in range leading to sedentariness would happen at different times in
12

different places. Selection would still affect every population; however, the speed at
which selection operates would vary based on the environment and fitness of each
population. In this model, sedentary populations would either displace or incorporate
non-sedentary populations. This makes this model a local environment-specific model,
where the conditions for sedentariness must be met for each area. Also, in this model, the
temporal difference in adoption of sedentariness would not be random. It has been
suggested that, in east-central Mississippi, the earliest pottery-bearing sites, dating to the
Gulf Formational period, are located mainly along the rivers and major tributary streams
(Rafferty 1994, 1996, 2002). In the study area, the Tombigbee River and its main
tributary, the Noxubee River, would have been where the threshold of sedentariness was
first reached (Rafferty 1994). Once this event had occurred, sedentariness would have
gradually spread as other environments experienced the same gradual build up of
population and decrease in range.
This settlement pattern change would appear in a specific way in the
archaeological record, with the sedentary sites along the rivers and main tributaries
representing the oldest ones.

They would also have the longest duration, due to

sedentariness occurring in these areas first (Figure 1). As the population along the rivers
grew, this would constrict the ranges of other, low density, populations in locations
farther from the rivers (Figure 2). These populations could have been in the process of
growing themselves, or simply be gradually flooded by the growing numbers of the
riverine populations. This would cause the sedentary threshold event to move inland
from the river, where the local environment would determine the threshold level for
13

sedentariness.

The archaeological record at these interior sites would represent

sedentariness at a later time than the sites nearest to the rivers; also, these sites would
have a corresponding decrease in duration, as sedentariness was reached later in time
(Figure 1). The archaeological record would continue to accumulate in essentially this
pattern. Additionally, there is the possibility for shorter-duration occupations near the
rivers as a result of the sedentary population filling in the surrounding area through
growth (Dancey 1997). It must be noted that this pattern is pertinent only to pre-maizeagriculture settlements, as the cultivation of maize requires different environmental
criteria.
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Figure 2 Different population density conditions affecting the speed at which
sedentariness can spread
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There is also the possibility that the spread of sedentariness was not gradual. If
sedentary behavior were pushed by competition and selection in a context of fairly high
population density everywhere (Figure 2), then the indicators of sedentariness would
appear in a broad distribution through space at approximately the same time. This would
be supported by a rapid dispersal of early-period pottery and approximately equivalent
duration for sites near to and farther away from the major rivers (Figure 1). This third
settlement pattern model centers, once again, on sedentariness being a threshold event.
However, in this model it is only necessary for one population to reach the threshold for
sedentariness.

This population then out-competes mobile populations, causing

sedentariness to be reached in the entire area regardless of local environmental
variability. This pattern dictates a much different speed in the spread of sedentariness,
with rapid spread predicted. In the study area, the threshold for sedentariness would be
met first at the sites along the river. The population density of the entire area would be
high enough to prevent mobile populations from moving their range in another direction
away from the river (Figure 2), causing competition between sedentary and nonsedentary populations. Selection then operates between the sedentary and non-sedentary
groups. Because of the selective pressures of population density, range size, and relative
speed of selection (Strickberger 2000), after its initial adoption sedentariness rapidly outcompetes other forms of settlement.
This model looks very different from the gradual model. Again, the data suggest
that the earliest sedentary sites were located along rivers (Rafferty 1994, 1996, 2002).
15

However, instead of a gradual spread, there would be rapid and wide-spread adoption of
sedentariness (Figure 1). In the archaeological record, this would be seen as a wide
dispersion of indicators of sedentariness at an early time. High ratios of sites with Gulf
Formational-period or other early pottery types encompassing a wide spatial area would
indicate that after the threshold event of sedentariness occurred, it was selected for and
rapidly adopted over other forms of settlement.
This investigation has been designed to study sedentary settlement within eastcentral Mississippi by using both fieldwork and theory. Ceramic assemblages obtained
from the fieldwork conducted for this investigation, along with previously recorded
archaeological data, were compared through the use of seriation and correspondence
analysis. The results of this analysis can help to explain variability across space and
change over time.
In the following chapters, the general background of the study area will be
addressed. This includes culture history, geological history, and the previous research
conducted in the area.

The fieldwork done in conjunction with this study also is

discussed. Included herein are fieldwork and laboratory methods, descriptions of all the
sites and assemblages recorded, and previously recorded data used for this study. The
assemblages are used in both a seriation and a correspondence analysis to describe and
explain the relative speed of the spread of sedentary settlement in east-central
Mississippi.

16

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND

North-Central Mississippi

Cultural Background
This investigation spans a time that traditionally encompasses three cultural
periods: Gulf Formational, Woodland, and Mississippian. In this study, these traditional
periods are not used as analytic units. The only necessary time division for this study is
the division between the time a population in a local area was not sedentary and the time
that a population in the same local area was sedentary; however, both settlement pattern
types could exist at the same time in different areas. There are two important things to
consider when using these descriptions. One is that, as used here, these periods are not
real entities; rather, they are arbitrary divisions of a continuum of change. The second,
which follows from the first, is that the exact timing of when the populations in each
local area reached the threshold for sedentariness is not a product of, or dependent on, the
period associated with the site or assemblage. These culture periods are defined in terms
of cultural content. The boundaries vary depending on local area as well as when the
local populations adopted the specific cultural traits considered to be diagnostic.
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Gulf Formational Period
The typical assemblage for the Gulf Formational period is composed of both
ceramic and lithic artifacts (Jenkins 1982; McGahey 2000).

The main lithic tool

consisted of stemmed, hafted bifaces. Pottery was first used in east-central Mississippi
during this period (Jenkins 1982; McGahey 2000; Sassaman 1993). The pottery present
during the Gulf Formational period shows a variety of different surface finishes. The
majority of the pottery produced during the early part of this period is fiber-tempered, the
Wheeler series (Jenkins 1982; Sassaman 1993). However, the later part of the period is
characterized by the sand-tempered Alexander series.

Woodland Period
During the Woodland period, highly visible site types such as mounds and
enclosures were constructed; although, some mounds were built earlier in the Archaic.
These trends, along with the appearance of grog-tempered ceramic vessels, help to define
the arbitrary division between the Gulf Formational period and Woodland period (Jenkins
1982; Phillips 1951, 1970; Sassaman 1993); however, in this area, sand-tempered
ceramics (Saltillo and Furrs series) with fabric- and cordmarking were produced in the
early part of the Woodland period. The Woodland period in this area is divided into two
sub-periods: Middle Woodland (300 B.C.–A.D. 400), and Late Woodland (A.D. 400–
900) (Anderson and Mainfort 2002; Blitz 1984). The use of the bow and arrow also
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changed the lithic projectile point from stemmed points to smaller, triangular points
(McGahey 2000) in the Late Woodland.

Mississippian Period
The Mississippian period is characterized by rapidly growing dependence upon
agriculture in subsistence strategies. These agricultural activities revolved around the
cultivation of maize, beans, and squash (Smith 1985; Williams and Brain 1983). Many
Mississippian-period villages were surrounded by a palisade or organized into circular or
rectangular configurations of structures surrounding a central plaza (Smith 1985).
Diagnostic artifacts from the Mississippian period generally come in the form of mussel
shell-tempered pottery (Brain 1989; Phillips et al. 1951, Phillips 1970; Williams and
Brain 1983) and triangular projectile points.

Previous Research
There have been many archaeological surveys in this area of east-central
Mississippi (Figure 3) (e.g., Atkinson and Elliot 1978; Carr and Bruce 1997; Kanaski
2001, 2005; Lauro 1999; Peacock 1993, 1994, 1996, 1997; Rafferty 1978, 1994, 1996,
2002, 2004; Rucker 1974). The surveys on the Noxubee Wildlife Refuge have tended to
produce fewer sites than the surveys on the Black Prairie to the east (Rafferty 2004).
However, there is ample evidence for the presence of sites on the Noxubee Refuge (Carr
and Bruce 1997; Kanaski 2001, 2005; Peacock 1996; Rafferty 1978, 2004).

Other

research suggests that there are many relatively long-duration sites of sedentary
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settlement present along the central Tombigbee River (Rafferty 1996, 2002; Rucker
1974). These Gulf Formational and later sites along the Tombigbee River (Blitz 1984,
Rucker 1974) are important in understanding the spread of sedentariness. At later times,
these sites along the central Tombigbee River seem to gain a number of outlier sites,
either due to population growth or population dispersion (Rafferty 2002). This research
is important because it suggests that there were sedentary, long-duration sites along the
Tombigbee River before intensive agriculture occurred.

Physiographic Regions
This settlement pattern study encompasses parts of four different physiographic
provinces in Mississippi: the Tombigbee Hills, the Black Prairie, the Flatwoods, and the
North Central Hills (Figure 3). The Flatwoods province is a sixteen kilometer wide
stretch of hills and bottomlands. This province is underlain by the Porters Creek clay
formation. The terrain is irregular and is characterized by large flat areas separated by
gently sloping hills coupled with narrow valleys (Kanaski 2001; Lowe 1915). The soils
of the Flatwoods are generally categorized as sticky clays that possess both poor fertility
and poor drainage (Lowe 1915). The Black Prairie is present in both Mississippi and
Alabama. It derives its name from the dark, fertile soils that are present through much of
the province. The Black Prairie has a length of approximately 482 kilometers and an
approximate width of 40 kilometers. The Black Prairie sits atop the Selma Chalk,
Cretaceous-period marine deposits (Lowe 1915). The soils of the Black Prairie are
mostly well drained or slowly permeable and alkaline. However, where oak-hickory
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forests are present in the Black Prairie, the soils are mostly acidic (Peacock and
Schauwecker 2003:1-7). The vegetation of the Black Prairie ranged from open prairie
grasses to oak-hickory forest (Lowe 1915). The Tombigbee Hills are located to the
northeast of the Black Prairie. This province is underlain by the Tuscaloosa and Eutaw
formations (Lowe 1915).

There are several streams running through the Tombigbee

Hills and many ravines and ridges associated with these streams. This region is the
location of the highest elevation in the state of Mississippi, Woodall Mountain, which
possesses an elevation of 245 meters. The North Central Hills are comprised of sands
and clays, with loess increasing in influence towards the western edge of the region
(Lowe 1915). The topography is comprised of ridges and valleys. The soils in both the
Tombigbee and the North Central Hills are mostly acidic and vegetation consists of a mix
of hardwoods and pines (Lowe 1915).
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Figure 3 Area 1 is the Ackerman Unit of the Tombigbee National Forest. Area 2 is the
approximate location of the Mississippi State 2007 field school survey block.
The dotted lines represent the total study area.
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CHAPTER III
FIELD WORK

Extensive archaeological survey data exist to the west and the east of the
fieldwork survey block on the Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). These data
are from archaeological survey on the Ackerman unit of the Tombigbee National Forest
and from survey done prior to construction of the Tennessee-Tombigbee waterway. In
2007, Mississippi State University conducted an archaeological survey on the NWR
(Figure 4). This survey was designed with three objectives in mind: to gain a greater
understanding of the location of archaeological sites present at NWR, to train
anthropology students enrolled in the field school at Mississippi State University in
proper survey methods, and to provide data for this study.
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Figure 4 The survey block for the 2007 Mississippi State field school

Survey Locations
Due to the possibility that sites along the Tombigbee River are the first sedentary
sites in the area (Rafferty 1994, 1996, 2002), it was necessary to locate other sites away
from the river and compare the pottery distributions through space and time. This
variation will allow testing of the hypothesis that sedentary settlement patterns were
under selection.
Selecting survey blocks that are roughly equidistant from one another is
important. Previous intensive survey has been done in the North Central Hills (in the
Ackerman unit of the Tombigbee National Forest), in the Black Prairie physiographic
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province, and along the Tombigbee River. The survey block shown in Figure 4 fills a
gap between previously surveyed areas. This research will, therefore, augment the data
that have been collected from the Tombigbee River, the prairie, and the
Mississippi/Tombigbee River drainage divide in the North Central Hills, allowing a
complete view of the area.
A site search was performed at the Mississippi Department of Archives and
History. Known sites were marked on 7.5 minute topographic maps. Survey blocks were
selected based on this information. Due to the possibility that the first sedentary sites in
the area could be along major tributaries of the Tombigbee River, the selection of a
section containing a river was necessary. The Noxubee River is present in Township 17,
Range 14, Section 28 on the Bluff Lake 7.5’ U.S.G.S. topographic map. The survey
blocks selected were Sections 29, 21, 20 and 28 (Figure 4). The Bluff Lake survey area is
part of the NWR and an ARPA permit was required for the survey. The Refuge and
MSU personnel were in contact and worked with each other in order to produce
collections that are suitable for both institutions.
Because of the scale of settlement patterns, it is very important to cover a broad
expanse of space. The use of previously collected data, along with new research, allowed
a comprehensive and relatively complete settlement pattern investigation of the area.
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The Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge

Cultural Background
Previous surveys indicate that prehistoric use of the refuge was greatest during the
Woodland period (Kanaski 2001, 2005; Peacock, 1996; Rafferty 1978, 2004). This is
concluded through the use of pottery-temper types with an emphasis placed on the
change through time from sand, to grog, to shell temper (Jenkins 1981). Projectile points
can also be used as a way to indicate the temporal association of local assemblages. In
this regard, the NWR contains predominantly Woodland-period sites; however, Gulf
Formational period fiber-tempered ceramics and stemmed projectile points also have
been found (Kanaski 2001).
During the 1820s, white settlers moved rapidly into the area of the NWR. By
1834, the three counties that make up the NWR--Noxubee, Winston, and Oktibbeha—
were founded (Kanaski 2001, 2005; Rafferty 1978). During this time, much of the NWR
had been cleared for farming and Historic-period houses and farms encompassed the
majority of the available area (Rafferty 1978).
This land was turned into the NWR in 1940 (Rafferty 1978). The purpose of the
NWR is to provide habitat for the local wildlife and to rehabilitate the land. Two lakes
were constructed, Bluff and Loakfoma, to provide a larger habitat for water fowl and
aquatic life (Kanaski 2001, 2005; Rafferty 1978). The NWR also regulates the deer
population through hunting and by allowing periodic logging and timber sales (Kanaski
2001, 2005; Rafferty 1978).
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Vegetation
As a result of the previous farming, the vegetation on upland areas mostly consists
of low-growth plants such as greenbrier and various types of ivy. There is active timber
harvesting in the area, on large pine stands. Bottomlands are covered with hardwoods

Soils
The soils in the Noxubee County area of the NWR can generally be classified as
Stough fine sandy loam (Sta) on slopes from 0-2%, and Savannah fine sandy loam (SaB)
on slopes from 2-8% (Kanaski 2001; Lowe 1915). Stough fine sandy loam is classified
as a somewhat poorly drained soil located on broad flats and river and stream terraces in
the uplands of Noxubee County. The permeability of this soil is slight and erosion is
seldom a severe problem (Kanaski 2001; Lowe 1915). Savannah fine sandy loam soils
are formed from loamy material and have a moderate permeability. The soils in the
Oktibbeha County area of the NWR can generally be classified as yellowish-brown loam
and contain much silt to clay (Lowe 1915; Rafferty 1978). This area of the NWR is
composed of ridges and these soils are more prone to erosion due to their permeability
and the slopes on which they are generally formed.

Survey Methods
Transects 30 meters apart were used to cover as much of the survey block as
possible and shovel tests were dug every 30 meters along these transects (Plog 1982;
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Sims 1999). In areas where vegetation allowed adequate visibility of the ground surface,
general surface collection was employed. If a site was located via shovel testing, then the
distance between the shovel tests was shortened to 10 meters and new perpendicular
transects were begun at cardinal directions from the positive shovel test (Sims 1999).
These transects were laid out using a metric tape and compass. Flags were established,
with the tests to be dug immediately to the southwest of each flag. The original positive
shovel test was labeled 0N0E; a grid system based on the cardinal directions controlled
the distance and the direction of all other shovel tests from the original positive test. This
grid enhanced the provenience information from the site. A flag was left at the original
positive shovel test to allow reestablishment of each transect at a later date. These
transects continued until either two negative shovel tests or a major break in landform,
such as the edge of a bluff, was encountered. The site was considered bounded by the
negative shovel tests or the break in landform. Each shovel test was approximately
30x30cm and excavated until sterile subsoil was reached.

All excavated soil was

screened through ¼” screens (Sims 1999). Cultural material was bagged by test unit and
labeled by the grid designation of the shovel test from which it came for cleaning and
laboratory analysis. Cultural material was recorded on shovel test forms and in a bag log
that encompasses the activities of the entire 2007 Mississippi State field school.

Systematic Site Investigation
Due to the large amount of data required for seriations, subsequent testing was
undertaken at located sites.

If prehistoric ceramics were found at a site, the site
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boundaries were delineated as outlined in the survey method section. Systematic site
testing then commenced. A flag was offset from the original transect used in delineating
the boundaries by ten meters to the east. New transects were established parallel to the
original ones, and 50x50cm shovel test units were dug along the new transects at 10
meter intervals or less, depending at artifact density, until the site boundaries were
reached or 100 total ceramic sherds were collected. A soil sample was collected from
one of these 50x50cm shovel test units. A form was used to record the number of sherds
collected, the types of soil encountered, and all pertinent provenience information.
This field work was conducted by the Mississippi State field school.

Janet

Rafferty and Evan Peacock were the principal coordinators of the field school students.
This survey added a great deal of new information to the previous work on the NWR.
Due to time constraints, the entirety of the selected survey block was not surveyed.
Figure 5 shows the survey area that was completed during the Mississippi State field
school in 2007, while Figure 6 shows the section along Keaton Tower Rd, which was
surveyed outside of the selected survey block, during the Mississippi State 2007 field
school. Descriptions of the sites recorded during this fieldwork which are not included in
this analysis will be given in the ARPA report (in preparation).
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Figure 5 The survey area that was completed during the Mississippi State field school in
2007

Figure 6 The section along Keaton Tower Rd, which was surveyed outside of the
selected survey block, during the Mississippi State 2007 field school
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Laboratory Methods
Artifacts were washed and catalogued. After this, all artifacts were sorted by
categories such as lithics, daub, ceramics, and bone.

After this initial sorting, the

ceramics were analyzed according to temper and surface finish. These ceramic classes
allow the investigation of change through time. This is because temper has been shown
to change in a specified pattern through time in the region, from fiber in the earliest
periods, then to sand, then to grog, and then to shell (Jenkins 1981; Peacock 1997;
Phillips 1970; Rafferty 1996). Changes in surface finish over time are, presumably,
stylistic. Knowing where the ceramic material was collected and knowing the relative
date of the material allowed the testing of both of the hypotheses outlined earlier. The
rest of the artifacts found in the survey are described, allowing further investigation, as
warranted, into other aspects of the sites found through this survey.

Conclusions
This fieldwork was an excellent addition to the previously recorded data. The
Ackerman unit of the Tombigbee forest has had more of its area surveyed than the NWR,
and this fieldwork filled in many of the informational gaps that were present in eastcentral Mississippi. This fieldwork also allowed a greater understanding of the pottery
present in the study area as it allowed direct analysis of the pottery, as opposed to only
looking at tables of previously published data.
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CHAPTER IV
ASSEMBLAGES USED IN ANALYSIS

In order to achieve a complete understanding of the seriation and correspondence
analysis results, it is important to place each assemblage in context. For inclusion in this
study, an assemblage needed to meet certain criteria. The assemblage needed to be
composed of a minimum of 70 sherds with identifiable surface finishes. Also, in order to
map these sites relative to each other, the UTM coordinates needed to be known.
Assemblages not produced through the fieldwork described herein needed adequate
documentation for the entirety of the assemblage to be understood. Long-duration sites
are also important in this study because it is necessary to understand when and where
sedentariness began. The presence of long-duration sites in many different environmental
zones would indicate that the spread of sedentariness was rapid. The comparability of the
data is also very important. Comparability between excavated assemblages and survey
assemblages becomes an issue because excavated assemblages tend to be derived from
limited areas of a site, e.g. a mound. Conversely, survey data and methods such as
shovel-testing, surface collecting, and random units for site investigation tend to
represent the entire site. This is a form of sample bias which necessitates the use of
assemblages that are comparable in terms of collection strategies. To insure
comparability in the assemblages, survey level data were used as frequently as possible.
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Excavated data were only used in cases where the site was being investigated through
random-sample excavation rather than through full-scale site mitigation. This ensures that
sample sizes are more comparable to survey collections; however, the possibility of
sampling bias remains. Data in this thesis are derived solely from surface or shovel-test
collections unless otherwise noted below in the individual site description. The last thing
looked at, in consideration for these assemblages, was the site’s topographical location:
was it by a river, if so what river, and what is its elevation? Knowing this topographical
information allows a better comparison between different sites. All of the elevations
given in reference to these assemblages are in feet above mean sea level (AMSL).
These data were originally recorded using three different systems. These are 1)
temper/surface finish 2) a system in which temper/surface types were given proper
names, such as Tishomingo Cordmarked, and 3) type/variety system, in which varieties
were added to the proper names. All data were converted from type/series to temper
(Table 1). This was not a problem, but it meant that the temper of all the sherds classified
using systems 2 and 3 needed to be determined. These determinations were made and are
shown in Table 6 (Haag 1939, 1942; Jennings 1941; Jenkins 1981; Phillips 1970). All
artifact tabulations are presented in Table 7. The artifacts from the newly recorded sites
used in this analysis are presented with the site descriptions. The temper/surface finish
system was used in the primary analysis of Fs07-155, Fs07-180, Fs07-185, 22WI865,
22CH515, 22CH516, 22NO565, 22NO596, 22OK1017, and 22OK1018. System 2) was
used as the primary analysis in the assemblages from 22LO604, 22LO769, 22LO806, and
22OK887. System 3) was the primary analysis system used for the assemblages from
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sites 22CL510, 22CL527, 22CL528,

22CL537, 22LO507, 22LO530, 22LO533,

22LO534, 22LO545, 22LO550, 22LO553, 22LO558, 22LO559, 22LO564, 22LO617,
22LO679, 22LO682, 22LO685, 22LO689, 22LO702, and 22LO723.

Table 1 Conversions from Type/Series to Temper
Type/Series
Name
Wheeler
Alexander
O'Neal
Saltillo
Baldwin
Furrs
Roper
Tishomingo
Marksville
Mulberry Creek
Salomon
Moundville
Mississippi
Bell

Temper
Assigned
Fiber Temper
Sand Temper
Sand Temper
Sand Temper
Sand Temper
Sand Temper
Grog Temper
Grog Temper
Grog Temper
Grog Temper
Grog Temper
Shell Temper
Shell Temper
Shell Temper

Previously Recorded Sites
22WI865
This site was excavated during the 2007 Mississippi State Field School (Triplett,
personal communication 2007). The artifact assemblage at this site is Gulf Formational,
Middle – Late Woodland, and Mississippian. The site is located on a north- south terrace
and is bordered on the west by the Noxubee River. Midden deposits are present; these
were targeted in the 2007 excavations and are the location from where a number of fibertempered pottery sherds were derived. The data used here are from the original shovel34

test survey (Tripplett, personal communication 2007). This site has an elevation of 350 ft
AMSL.
22CH515
This 10,000 sq m site has a high artifact density. It is possible that both midden
and features are present. This site is located on the Noxubee River near the south end of
the first terrace at an elevation of 420 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblages present at this
site are Gulf Formational, Late Woodland, and Historic. This site and its assemblages
were originally documented in Blitz (1984), while pottery tabulations for this
investigation are found in Peacock (1995).
22CH516
This 2,439 sq m site has a high artifact density. It is possible that both midden
and features are present. This site is located on the Noxubee River near the first terrace at
an elevation of 420 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage present at this site is Gulf
Formational and Middle – Late Woodland. This site and assemblage are documented in
Blitz (1984), while pottery tabulations for this investigation are found in Peacock (1995).
22CL510
This 4,047 sq m site is described as a village site. It is bordered on the south by
the Mississippi Highway 50 bridge. The construction of this bridge destroyed a portion
of this site. This site has midden and a high probability for features and is located on a
terrace 170 ft AMSL along the west bank of the Tombigbee River. The artifact
assemblage at the site is Late Woodland. This site and assemblage are documented in
Atkinson and Elliott (1978).
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22CL527: Kellogg Village
The Kellogg Village site was partially located in the Tennessee-Tomombigbee
waterway channel.

Because of this, Mississippi State University conducted

archaeological investigations at this site. The site was originally recorded by Rucker
(1974) during a cultural resource survey conducted for the construction of the Tenn-Tom
waterway. The site occupied a gently rounded knoll extending away from the edge of the
Tombigbee River. The site measured 4,800 sq m and was located on the west bank of the
Tombigbee River at an elevation of 170 ft AMSL (Atkinson 1980). It was surrounded by
secondary growth and a variety of hardwood species. Mapping of this site indicated a
slight rise in elevation where artifacts were the densest. The site was surface collected by
Rucker (1974) and excavated by Blakeman (1975) and Atkinson (1980). The maximum
depth of cultural deposits at the site was 90 cm. The earliest deposits at this site contained
Archaic-period diagnostic artifacts. The artifact assemblage present is also Gulf
Formational, Middle – Late Woodland, and Early Mississippian (Blakeman 1975). There
were also a number of burials present at the site. Located at Kellogg Village were two
nearly whole broken pots. It is possible that these pots represent a caching behavior;
however, they were found broken and there is little other supporting evidence suggesting
pottery caching behavior in the region. The excavated data from the Kellogg Village site
shows possible gaps in the occupation. These gaps are irrelevant in this investigation.
There are four reasons for this. First, it is only necessary for continuity in the use of the
site; it is not necessary for the site to be continuously occupied.

Second, the

comparability of the excavated data to the survey level data, as stated, is a problem. Even
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with extensive excavation, the data still represent only a sample of the site. This leaves
room for later excavations to add data which could fill in the gaps when the site was not
occupied. Third, this investigation used a seriation to order the sites through time.
According to the frequency law, this site would not seriate with the others if it
represented multiple lineages. Fourth, because, for this investigation, occupations are
thought of in terms of large scale artifacts, these gaps are simply traits of the entire
occupation rather than independent occupations. These reasons are applicable to all sites
which fit into the seriation but might not have been continuously occupied. The Kellogg
Village site represents a long-duration site and provided abundant archaeological data
which were used to greatly augment the culture history of the area (Atkinson 1980:259).
Because it can be shown through cultural material that the Kellogg Village site represents
a long-term sedentary site, its inclusion in this study is important. This assemblage
contains data from both survey and random site investigation. The site and assemblage
are documented in Rucker (1974), Blakeman (1975) and Atkinson (1980)
22CL528: Kellogg Mound
This 10,800 sq m site is bordered on the west by a dry slough and by wooded
areas to the north and south.

This is a midden mound site; the mounded area is

approximately 1.75 m in height and 80 m in diameter (Blakeman 1975). The site is
located on a natural levee at an elevation of 160 ft AMSL. The site was located during a
survey by Rucker (1974) in preparation for construction of the Tennessee-Tombigbee
waterway. The excavated artifact assemblage present at this site is Gulf Formational,
Middle – Late Woodland and Mississippian (Blakeman 1975). Present at the Kellogg
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Mound site were lithic diagnostic artifacts representing the range of Archaic through Late
Woodland. Also, pottery with the temper types associated with the Gulf Formational
period through the Late Woodland period was found (Blakeman 1975). The data gained
from the test excavations of this site (Blakeman 1975) were very important in developing
the culture historic periods in this area of Mississippi and indicate that the Kellogg
Mound site was a long-duration site. Furthermore, this site, coupled with the Kellogg
Village site, brought to light the possibility that sedentary settlements and long-duration
sites were in close proximity to major rivers in this area.
22CL535
This 8,094 sq m site has dense midden and cultural material. The site resides .63
miles west of the Tombigbee River on the northern side of Town Creek. It is in the
floodplain at an elevation of 180 ft AMSL, which is ten feet above the level of the creek.
The site and assemblage are documented in Blakeman (1975). The artifact assemblage
present at this site is Gulf Formational and Middle – Late Woodland.
22CL537
The site is at the eastern edge of a cleared field, and measures approximately
4,047 sq m, and is at an elevation of 170 ft AMSL. This site is located north of an old
meander of the Tombigbee River, and presently is located in a swamp. The artifact
assemblage present at this site is Late Woodland and Mississippian (Blakeman 1975).
Midden is present at the site.
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22LO507
A 4-5 m high flat-topped mound is present at this site. The mound is 1,350 sq m;
the size of the entire site is unknown. The site and assemblage are documented in Rucker
(1974). This mound site is centered on a large level area. The Tombigbee River is
located 1 mile to the south. The site’s elevation is 150 ft AMSL.
22LO526b
This large 80,907 sq m site was surface collected by Rucker (1974). The year
before, a large flood had washed over the site, exposing a number of artifacts and leaving
a high density of artifacts on the surface. The site is located on a sand ridge that parallels
the south bank of Kincaide Creek before it empties into the Tombigbee River. The
elevation of this site is 150 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage present at this site is
Archaic, Gulf Formational, Middle – Late Woodland and Mississippian.
22LO530: Shell Bluff
This 16,187 sq m site is located close to a river and is slowly eroding away. The
entire site was under cultivation excluding the portion closest to the river. This site is
situated on the left bank of the Tombigbee River at 180 ft AMSL.

The artifact

assemblage present at this site is Gulf Formational, Middle – Late Woodland, and
Mississippian.

There is midden present at this site.

documented in Rucker (1974).

The site and assemblage are

Shell Bluff was excavated again by the University of

Southern Mississippi and Mississippi State University (Futato 1989); however, these data
are not included in this study due to sample comparability concerns.
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22LO533
This 17,500 sq m site extends back from the river bank for 14 m, ending in a
cultivated field. There is a topographic rise in the cultivated field, possibly composed of
midden material. This site is located on the left bank of the Tombigbee River. The site
and assemblage are documented in Rucker (1974). It is approximately 350 m below the
mouth of Luxapalila Creek. This site is at 162 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage present
at this site is Gulf Formational and Middle – Late Woodland.
22LO534
This 8,094 sq m site, documented by Rucker (1974), yielded a moderate amount
of cultural material with a much greater amount of lithic material than ceramics. This site
is not believed to contain any midden deposits. This site is located on a sloping knoll
with an average elevation of 163 ft AMSL. This site is situated on the Tombigbee River
bordered by Lake Catherine, an oxbow lake, on the north. The artifact assemblage present
at this site is Gulf Formational and Late Woodland.
22LO535
This 16,187 sq m site is approximately 40 m from site 22LO534. The site and
assemblage are documented in Rucker (1974).

It yielded much less lithic material

relative to 22LO534, while still yielding many ceramic sherds. The site is on a low ridge
paralleling the Tombigbee River at an elevation of 163 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage
present at this site is Middle – Late Woodland.
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22LO545
This 24,281 sq m site, documented in Rucker (1974), produced an extensive
surface collection. A large number of mussel shells were located at the south end of the
site. Midden deposits appear to be located in this same area. The site is located two miles
west of the Tombigbee River and occupies a large level area at 160 ft AMSL. The artifact
assemblage present at this site is Gulf Formational and Late Woodland.
22LO550
This site and its assemblage are documented in Rucker (1974). The north end of
this 150 m-long site was under cultivation, and the site was flooded in 1973. A small
Historic-period cemetery is located at the site. The river has also eroded into the site,
exposing both cultural remains and human bone. This site is possibly a long-duration site
but has been heavily disturbed. The site is located on the left bank of the Tombigbee
River below Nashville Ferry crossing. It is located in the floodplain on level ground at an
elevation of 150 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage present at this site is Middle – Late
Woodland.
22LO553
This 4,800 sq m site is located on a bluff above the north side of a backwater
finger of the Tombigbee River with an elevation of 150 ft AMSL. It was nearly
impossible to access by land in the 1970s and the test excavations were organized by
accessibility rather than in a random manner. These test excavations were done in order
to establish the importance of the site, as it would be impacted by construction of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee waterway (Blakeman 1975). Both survey and site investigation
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data were used from this site. It was learned through these investigations that the site
represented a long-duration site with excavated (Blakeman 1975) and surface-collected
(Rucker 1974) data from the Gulf Formational period through the Mississippian period.
22LO558
This 3,000 sq m site is documented in Rucker (1974). It was heavily disturbed by
logging activities. No midden or features were found. The site is located .25 miles from
the Tombigbee River on Wildcat Bend. This site has a mean elevation of 140 ft AMSL.
The artifact assemblage present at the site is Middle – Late Woodland and Mississippian.
22LO559
This 3,000 sq m site extends 100 m along a slough and 30 m into the woods
bordering the site to the east. The site and assemblage are documented in Rucker (1974).
The site is on level ground at 160 ft AMSL. There is a road cut at the south end of the
site; ceramic sherds were located on this road. This site is located on the left bank of the
Tombigbee River and is bordered by a small slough. The artifact assemblage present is
Gulf Formational and Middle – Late Woodland.
22LO564: Barnes
This 4,800 sq m site is located .8 miles west of the Tombigbee River at an
elevation of 160 ft AMSL. There is a circular midden mound present at this site
approximately 2 m in height and 75 m in diameter. There are modern structures located
on the mound. The surface collection at this site was supplemented by test excavation.
Through these test excavations, it was learned that the site was a long-duration site
(Blakeman 1975). Both the survey and test excavation data were used. The artifact
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assemblage present at this site, gained through these test excavations, contained
diagnostic artifacts from the Gulf Formational, Middle – Late Woodland, and
Mississippian periods (Blakeman 1975).
22LO604: Tom Hardy I
This site is 2,023 sq m in size and was described by the site card (card on file,
MDAH) as a small village site with dark midden deposits. It is located on the north side
of the North Branch of Mogowah Creek. The artifact assemblage present at this site is
Archaic, Gulf Formational, Middle – Late Woodland, and Mississippian. The sherds in
this assemblage were collected by Rufus Ward and analyzed by Janet Rafferty (data on
file, Cobb Institute of Archaeology).
22LO617: Broken Pumpkin Creek
This 5,260 sq m site was under modern cultivation. The site is located in the creek
bottom on the north bank of James Creek. The artifact assemblage present at this site is
Archaic, Gulf Formational, and Middle – Late Woodland. This site was recorded by
Connaway and Brookes (card on file, MDAH). Sherds collected in a controlled surface
collection were analyzed by Rafferty (on file, Cobb Institute of Archaeology) and those
data are used here.
22LO679
This 2,023 sq m site is located on the left bank of the Tombigbee River, on a
terrace at an elevation of 150 ft AMSL. The site and assemblage are documented in
Atkinson and Elliott (1978).

The site was exposed by bulldozing during timber
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harvesting.

There is a 30 cm deep sandy midden present at this site. The artifact

assemblage present at this site is Middle – Late Woodland.
22LO682
This 8,094 sq m site is described as a large village site by Atkinson and Elliott
(1978). Both midden deposits and features were present. The site was originally located
by heavy machinery during logging activities. It is on a terrace bordered by a swamp to
the north and by the Hairston River to the south. The elevation of this site is 140 ft
AMSL. The artifact assemblage present at this site is Gulf Formational, Middle – Late
Woodland, and Mississippian.
22LO685
This site was under cultivation when documented by Atkinson and Elliott (1978).
The size of this site is unknown. The site had a medium artifact density. The artifact
assemblage present at this site is Middle – Late Woodland.
22LO689
This 4,049 sq m site is located on a terrace on the east bank of the Tombigbee
River. The site and assemblage are documented in Atkinson and Elliott (1978). It has
both midden development and features. The features include a prehistoric burial and
trash pit. There is a modern borrow pit on the southern edge of the site. The elevation is
160 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage present at this site is Gulf Formational, Middle –
Late Woodland, and Mississippian.
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22LO702
This site and assemblage are documented in Atkinson and Elliott (1978). A large
historic borrow pit might have destroyed the main portion of the site. Cultural material
was found along the edge of this borrow pit. This site is located on the west bank of the
Tombigbee River at 150 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage present is Middle – Late
Woodland and Mississippian.
22LO723
This 8,094 sq m site is presently located in a field with light grass on a terrace
bordering the south side of James Creek at 145 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage present
at this site is Middle – Late Woodland. The site and assemblage are documented in
Atkinson and Elliott (1978)
22LO769
This 3,000 sq m site was under cultivation. There was a medium density of
artifacts found at this site. It is located at an elevation of 260 ft AMSL in the prairie
region. The artifact assemblages present at this site are Late Woodland, Mississippian,
and Historic. The site was recorded during the 1980 Mississippi State University field
school. The assemblage is documented on the site card (card on file, MDAH).
22LO806
This 2,600 sq m site was under cultivation. There was a medium density of
artifacts found at this site. It is located in the prairie region. The artifact assemblage
present at this site is Mississippian and there was only shell-tempered pottery present at
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the site. The site and assemblage was recorded by the 1980 MSU field school (Rafferty,
personal communication)
22NO565
This 7,600 sq m site was under cultivation. There are midden and features present
at this site on a low rise in a field next to Bogue Chitto Creek. The artifact density is
considered heavy and not all of the artifacts were collected from the surface. The site
was located through pedestrian visual survey and all of the artifacts came from the
surface. The site is located at an elevation of 175 ft in a stream bottom. The artifact
assemblage present at this site is Gulf Formational, Middle – Late Woodland, and
Mississippian. This site and assemblage were recorded by Janet Rafferty (card on file,
MDAH).
22NO596
This 8,800 sq m site covers a peninsula in Bluff Lake. The end of the peninsula is
periodically inundated by the lake. As a result, that part of the site is slowly being
deflated. The site is located on Oktoc Creek, a major tributary of the Noxubee River, on
an upland ridge at an elevation of 225 ft AMSL. A controlled surface collection and
limited excavations at this site were conducted by Mississippi State University.
Excavation showed no intact deposits on the seasonally inundated part of the site.
Diagnostic artifacts recovered from the CSC and the test excavations date from Gulf
Formational through Late Woodland.

These data confirm that Gulf Formational

populations were present on the Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge and that longduration sites are present on the NWR. The artifact assemblage present at this site is Gulf
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Formational and Middle – Late Woodland. This assemblage was analyzed by the author
of this investigation. This site was recorded by Evan Peacock (1996).
22OK887
This site has been disturbed by both historic cultivation and periodic flooding and
is now part of the NWR. It is located on a terrace of the Noxubee River at an elevation of
225 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblages present at this site are Middle – Late Woodland
and Historic. This assemblage was analyzed using the surface finish-temper type system.
This site was reported in 1985 by Mary Evelyn Starr (site card on file, MDAH).
22WI508
This site is excellently preserved. It is located on a terrace at an elevation of 400 ft
AMSL. The artifact assemblage present at this site is Late Woodland. The assemblage
was analyzed using the surface finish-temper type system. The site and assemblage are
documented in Peacock (1995).
22WI517
This site is 11,781 sq m, but the width is not constant. The south end of the site
ends in a rise. The site was located through the use of shovel testing. There was minimal
disturbance reported and this was limited to a logging road running east-west over the
southeast portion of the site. The site is located on a terrace at an elevation of 380 ft
AMSL. The artifact assemblage present is Late Woodland. The assemblage was analyzed
using the surface finish-temper type system. The site and assemblage are documented in
Peacock (1995).
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22WI536: East Bluff
This 1,500 sq m site was discovered through shovel testing in 1992. It is bordered
by ravines to the east and west. The site contains a localized midden. It is located on a
natural bluff at an elevation of 350 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage present at this site
is Gulf Formational and Middle – Late Woodland. The site-investigation data used for
this assemblage are documented in Parrish (2004).
22WI588
This 1,880 sq m site was located through phase I archaeological survey in 1995.
It was apparently disturbed by logging activities and the emplacement of a Forest Service
road. It is located on a terrace at an elevation of 400 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage
present at this site is Gulf Formational and Middle – Late Woodland. The siteinvestigation data used for this assemblage are documented in Parrish (2004).
22WI666
This 30,400 sq m site is on a flat, northeast-to-southwest terrace running between
two tributary streams. These streams meet at the head of the terrace. The site is located
at an elevation of 390 ft AMSL. The artifact assemblage present at this site is Middle –
Late Woodland and Mississippian. These data are from the original shovel-test survey
(Triplett, personal communication).
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Newly Reported/ Investigated Sites
22OK1017
This 6,400 sq m site is located to the north of a field off of Keaton Tower Road on
the NWR. It is on an upland ridge at an elevation of 265 ft AMSL. The artifact
assemblage present at this site is Middle Woodland, Late Woodland, and Mississippian.
The site was systematically investigated as part of the fieldwork for this thesis. The
pottery tabulations from Rafferty (2004) were combined with the pottery data gained
during the fieldwork completed for this thesis. At site 22OK1017 a total of 9 .5 meter by
.5 meter STPs were excavated. Figure 7 is a map of STPs excavated at 22OK1017. The
artifact tabulations for site 22OK1017 are located in Table 2.
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Figure 7 Map of STPs excavated at 22OK1017

Table 2 Artifact Tabulations from 22OK1017
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22OK1018
This 7,200 sq m site contained both prehistoric and historic cultural materials.
There was a historic cistern located in the site boundaries. The site contained midden. It
is on a northeast-to-southwest, narrow ridge at an elevation of 265 ft AMSL. The artifact
assemblages present at this site are Middle – Late Woodland, Mississippian, and Historic.
This site was systematically investigated as part of the fieldwork completed for this
thesis. A total of 7 STPs was excavated at site 22OK1018; these are mapped in Figure 8.
The artifact tabulations for site 22OK1018 are given in Table 3. The assemblage was
analyzed by the author and both field school data and previously recorded data (Rafferty
2004) were used. The site and survey assemblage are documented in (Rafferty 2004).

Figure 8 Map of STPs excavated at 22OK1018
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Table 3 Artifact Tabulations from 22OK1018

FS-07-155
Alligator Bump
This 1,000 sq m site is located on a small, east-west ridge. It contained evidence
for both historic and prehistoric components. This ridge has a historic road to the south
near the site. There is also a rectangular concrete basin that is approximately 15 meters
long and 1.5 meters wide located on the eastern side of the site. The vegetation covering
the site consisted of the standard vegetation for the NWR: low-growth underbrush, pines
and small hardwoods. The soil is a silty loam and deposits reach 42 cm deep. The
nearest permanent source of water is Cypress Creek.
This site was located through the use of shovel testing. The artifact density is
moderate, and prehistoric potsherds were present in the shovel tests. Due to the number
of prehistoric ceramic sherds found through shovel testing, this site was selected for
systematic site evaluation. Six .5 meter by .5 meter shovel test pits (STPs) were
excavated. Figure 9 is a map of STPs excavated at Fs07-155.
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The artifact tabulations

for Fs07-155 are located in Table 4. The site was used during the Middle and Late
Woodland and Mississippian periods. The exact function of this site cannot be
determined based on the small number of .5 meter excavation units, but it seems to
represent a long-term habitation site based on the presence of large numbers of ceramic
sherds containing three different temper types: sand, grog, and shell. The historic aspect
of this site is likely a result of a historic structure present at the site.

Figure 9 Map of STPs excavated at Fs07-155

Table 4 Artifact Tabulations from Fs07-155
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FS-07-180
Qwest
This site contained both historic and prehistoric artifacts. It is situated on a southsloping ridge on a rise in the NWR. A levee was built at the south end of the site,
allowing easy access.

The vegetation covering the site consists of low-growth

underbrush, pines, and small hardwoods. The soil is a silty loam and deposits reach 48
cm deep. The nearest permanent source of water is the Noxubee River. The size of the
site is estimated at 200 meters on a north-south line, and 135 meters on an east-west line,
equaling 27,000 sq m.
This site was located through the use of shovel testing. The artifact density is
moderate, and prehistoric potsherds were present in the shovel tests. Due to the number
of prehistoric ceramic sherds found in the shovel tests, this site was selected for
systematic site evaluation. Four .5 meter by .5 meter shovel test pits (STPs) were
excavated. Figure 10 is a map of STPs excavated at Fs07-180. The presence of grog and
shell-tempered pottery indicates that the site was used during the Woodland and
Mississippian periods. Two small triangular points were found while testing this site.
Triangular points are also diagnostic of the Woodland or Mississippian period in the area
of the NWR.

The proximity to site Fs07-185 and the potential for overlapping

occupations between the two sites could have an influence on the interpretation of this
site. Due to the presence of three different temper types—sand, grog, and shell—this site
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seems to be a long-term habitation site. All artifacts recovered from FS07-180 during
fieldwork are tabulated on Table 5.

Figure 10 Map of STPs excavated at Fs07-180

Table 5 Artifact Tabulations from Fs07-180
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FS-07-185
Tea
This site is situated on a landform in the NWR that is large, flat, and broad with a
knoll at the bottom. This site is bordered on the south and partially on the west by Pete’s
Slough. The vegetation covering this site consisted of low-growth underbrush, pines, and
small hardwoods. The soil is a silty loam and deposits reach around 40 cm deep. The
soils of this landform display evidence of plowing. The nearest permanent source of
water is the Noxubee River, although Pete’s Slough has the potential to retain water year
round. The size of the site is estimated at 200 meters on a north-south line, and 135
meters on an east-west line, equaling 27,000 sq m.
This site was located through the use of shovel testing. The artifact density at the
site is high, with 39 positive shovel tests. Due to the number of prehistoric ceramic
sherds found during shovel testing, this site was selected for systematic site evaluation.
Eight .5 meter by .5 meter shovel test pits (STPs) were excavated. Figure 11 is a map of
STPs excavated at Fs07-185. All artifacts recovered from Fs07-185 during fieldwork are
on Table 6. The presence of grog-tempered pottery and shell-tempered pottery indicates
that the site was used during the Woodland and Mississippian periods. Four small
triangular points were found while testing this site. Triangular points are also diagnostic
of the Woodland or Mississippian period in the area of the NWR. The proximity to site
Fs07-180 and the potential for overlapping occupations between the two sites is noted.
Due to the presence of three different temper types—sand, grog, and shell—this site
seems to represent a long-term habitation site.
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Figure 11 Map of STPs excavated at Fs07-185
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Table 6 Artifact Tabulations from Fs07-185
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations from all Assemblages
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations from all Assemblages (Continued)
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations from all Assemblages (Continued)
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations from all Assemblages (Continued)
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations from all Assemblages (Continued)
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations from all Assemblages (Continued)
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations for all Assemblages (Continued)
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations for all Assemblages (Continued)
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations from all Assemblages (Continued)
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations from all Assemblages (Continued)
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Table 7 Pottery Tabulations from all Assemblages (Continued)
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CHAPTER V
ANALYTICAL METHODS

Data Analysis
The methods used in this analysis are seriation and correspondence analysis. The
combination of these two methods has proven beneficial, as one can corroborate the other
(Smith and Neiman 2007). Seriation as a method allows an archaeologist to follow
continuity and change in the archaeological record through time and potentially through
space (Dunnell 1970; Lipo et al. 1997; Smith and Neiman 2007). Because documenting
change in settlement is the goal of this investigation, this method becomes very useful.
Correspondence analysis is a tool that is commonly used by ecologists to display
variation in spatial and temporal assemblages of species (Gauch 1982; Legendre and
Legendre 1981; Peacock 2002; Pielou 1977), but it is also an effective means of
analyzing archaeological artifact assemblages (Smith and Neiman 2007).

In

correspondence analysis, the data are first entered in a matrix, then each assemblage is
mathematically positioned in multidimensional hyperspace relative to every other
assemblage; results are displayed in an ordination diagram (Gauch 1982). The two or
more axes that account for the most variation among the assemblages are then discerned.
Correspondence analysis is a useful complement to seriation because correspondence
analysis can compare assemblages that might not seriate together (Smith and Neiman
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2007). If the results generated by these two methods agree, then variation across space
and change through time can be better understood in relation to sedentary settlement.

Seriation
There are two important phenomena that need to be investigated in order to
understand the speed of the spread of sedentariness. One is, as noted, the rate of change
over time; the other is the rate of dispersion over space. A properly constructed seriation
can display the data in terms of both.
Seriation as a method has many advantages. There are multiple forms of seriation
(Dunnell 1970:306); in this case, a frequency seriation will be used.

A frequency

seriation will allow for a better understanding of duration of occupation and change
through time, both requirements of the hypotheses presented here. There are several
essential criteria that must be met by the groups and classes used in a seriation (Dunnell
1970:307). First the groups need to be thought of in terms of the events that they
represent and not as the physical entity that was collected by the archaeologist. This
event is usually the depositional event; in the case of pottery, the event that a single
potsherd represents is the discard of the broken vessel. The frequencies of potsherds
represent the long-term events of the discard of many pottery vessels over time.
However, there are many different scenarios that can lead to the discard of pottery:
burials, misplacing the vessel, accidentally breaking the vessel, and others.

The

assemblages used in this investigation likely represent domestic debris, because the data
was gathered using survey and test excavations. These data collection methods generally
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do not find or excavate burials or many archaeological features, meaning that the data
represent the ceramic assemblage of everyday habitation.
The groups used must be of comparable duration for a proper frequency seriation.
This is because assemblages of artifacts representing longer-duration events will have
more classes represented and different frequencies in the classes than significantly
shorter-duration assemblages (Dunnell 1970). This prevents the frequencies from being
comparable. It is also important that the groups are from the same local area. This
prevents change over a broad space, rather than change through time, from affecting the
frequencies. This leads to a fourth criterion. The groups must come from the same
lineage or the battleship curves of the frequency seriation will not overlap.

If an

assemblage is from a different local area and represents a different lineage, it will not
seriate with the rest of the assemblages and should be removed. If the assemblages of
artifacts represent the entire site occupation, and not cultural periods within a single
occupation, they are more likely to seriate together (Dunnell 1970:307). It is not obvious
at the outset whether the groups meet these criteria. The solution to this dilemma is to
attempt a seriation. If all of the groups are not of the same duration they cannot be
ordered on one seriation; however, multiple seriations may be created, each showing
groups of comparable duration.
The construction of classes for use in a seriation is very important because a
seriation displays the distribution of modes or types over the assemblages (Dunnell
1970:308). Properly constructed classes will conform to the frequency law and create
unimodal curves through time (Dunnell 1970:309; Phillips et al. 1951). The ones used
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must be paradigmatic and therefore mutually exclusive. This assumes that each object
can be placed in only one class (Dunnell 1970:309). They need to be historical classes
which change more through time than they do over space (Dunnell 1978).
Understanding settlement pattern change through time is critical for this
investigation; therefore, units at the scale of occupations will be used. This is due to
biasing factors (Rafferty 2001), vagaries of artifact discovery, site delineation, sample
size, and collection strategies which make it difficult to treat assemblages automatically
as units composed only of historically associated materials (Rafferty 2001). The concept
of occupation as a unit is applicable here as it refers to artifacts at the assemblage level
deposited by the same population (Dunnell 1971; Rafferty 2001). It is also important to
use occupations as a scale of artifact. Without some way of connecting each artifact
within a spatial cluster or stratum, these forms of grouping have no more validity than an
arbitrary space-based unit, like a site (Rafferty 2001). Seriations can play a very
important role in determining if an assemblage represents one occupation, as this is a
criterion for assemblages fitting into a seriation. If the assemblage fits into a seriation,
then it likely represents an artifact at the scale of occupation. The groups used in this
seriation are treated as representing occupations. Occupations in this sense are not the
same as components.

Occupations can encompass all the artifacts from multiple

components recognized at a site, as long as these components are temporally continuous
(Rafferty 2008). The presence of multiple occupations at a site, in this case, refers to a
site that was completely abandoned and then reoccupied by a population from a different
lineage, thus creating two or more distinct occupations. The use of assemblages allows
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the illustration of change through time because it does not divide artifact collections into
units based on their diagnostic-based components, but instead treats all the temporal
variation within each assemblage as characteristic of that particular assemblage. For
further consideration on the use of assemblages as groups, see Rafferty (2008).
In this particular analysis, the types are made up of the intersection of attributes
along two dimensions, temper and surface finish (Table 7). Each dimension has several
attributes (e.g. grog, shell, and sand for the temper dimension). Some of the surface finish
attributes used in the seriation (Table 8) were combined. The combination of these types
allows the compression of some of the variability to compensate for sample size
differences. While at first this seems counter-productive, the combined attributes allow
more assemblages to be seriated than would have been possible without this combination.
This combination was not done to the classes used in the correspondence analysis. This
is because correspondence analysis can incorporate more than one axis of variation,
whereas seriation only addresses variation on one axis (Smith and Neiman 2007). For the
seriation, all of the sherds of one temper that were stamped (rocker stamped, dentate
stamped, etc.) were combined into a single type, stamped.

For fiber-tempered, the

stamped type included simple stamped, dentate stamped, incised with node + reed
stamping, and reed stamping. For sand-tempering, this included dentate stamped and
stamped. For grog-tempered, this included rocker stamped and check stamped. For all
tempers, broad line and narrow line incising were combined. This was because, in much
of the previously recorded data, no distinction was made between the two. Also applied
to all tempers is the collapsing of all forms of decoration that included incising; these
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other forms of decoration are listed in Table 7. These classes were collapsed for the same
reasons as other incised types. Sherds with cordmarking and cord impressing were
combined by temper type into a single cordmarked category. Codes correlating seriation
abbreviations with classes can be found in Table 8. The seriation was done using the
Excel spread sheet macro created by Lipo and Hunt (Lipo 2001). A 95% confidence
level was used and the error bars for adjacent assemblages were required to overlap. The
seriation data were displayed by ordering all the assemblages according to the law of
frequency which states that a historical type must form a unimodal curve when arranged
in a seriation (Dunnell 1970). Each assemblage was given a number, with one being the
oldest, displayed at the bottom of the seriation. These numbers are plotted on a map,
allowing the location of each assemblage to be compared to the location of all other
assemblages (cf. Rafferty 2001). If the numbers remain in proximate order, with 1
located close to the river, then it would suggest that sedentariness progressed slowly from
the river out. If the numbers are not dispersed in order, then it is likely that sedentariness
occurred rapidly.
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Table 8 Codes Correlating Seriation Abbreviations with Classes

Correspondence Analysis
Correspondence analysis is a useful tool for understanding the relationships
between assemblages. Correspondence analysis uses an ordination diagram to display the
assemblages. The analysis functions to condense a large amount of raw data with the
purpose of displaying variation among the assemblages as shown in an ordination
diagram (Pielou 1977) as sampling units (SU). These sampling units are arranged on the
basis of similarity (Ludwig and Reynolds 1988).
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This method does not work well when only a small number of assemblages are
used (Peacock 2002). Also, pattern recognition in the resulting ordination diagram is
inductive, which can lead to a search for explanations for patterns that might or might not
be related to the question at hand. This investigation takes the potential drawbacks of
correspondence analysis into account. A question has been asked of the data and an
adequate number of assemblages has been gathered. The ordination diagrams are used to
test the established settlement pattern hypotheses, rather than being used in simple pattern
recognition. This approach creates a deductive rather than an inductive approach.
The correspondence analysis was performed using the program PC-ORD
(McCune and Mefford 1999).

In this investigation, correspondence analysis was

completed using assemblages of artifacts from different locations across the survey
blocks, as well as from other previously collected/excavated sites in the study area. The
assemblage data were entered into PC-ORD. If the axis that encompasses the most
variation (Axis 1) does not represent space, then sedentariness likely spread gradually, it
is expected that the adoption of sedentariness over a broad space at the same time would
limit the variability over that space. After the adoption of this trait, as time passed,
assemblages would begin to vary from one other.

Thus, the primary axis on the

ordination diagram should represent time. Time, as used here, is not the same as site
duration; rather time is one of the possible variables that can organize assemblages on the
ordination. Time would likely be measured as partial or complete non-contemporaneity,
which creates variation among assemblages. Two assemblages of comparable duration
might have most of the variability between them accounted for by the passage of time.
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If the axis encompassing the most variation represents space, then it is likely that
sedentariness occurred rapidly. This would be the case because the time needed for the
spread of sedentariness would allow the delayed adoption of sedentariness to be
displayed over space. The notion of gradual growth indicates that time is important.
Constant gradual growth would be represented through a pattern where the axis one
represents time. In any case, the more variation that is accounted for by space, the more
rapidly sedentariness spread.
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CHAPTER VI
ANALYTICAL RESULTS

Seriation
Assemblages were moved until unimodal curves were established. Deterministic
seriation was used to create three different seriations with groups that seem to represent
assemblages of different durations.
Of the 42 assemblages, 37 were included in these three seriations. The five
assemblages that could not be included in the seriations are from the following sites:
22LO535, 22LO564, 22LO685, 22OK887, and 22WI865. The assemblage representing
22LO564 is not a single occupation. This is based on the high percentage of both sandtempered and shell-tempered sherds and a low frequency of grog-tempered sherds. This
frequency pattern reflects two different, non-sequent, occupations. 22WI865 also seems
to represent two temporally-separate occupations. This is seen by the high frequencies of
fiber-tempered sherds and shell-tempered sherds. The other three assemblages seem to
be affected by some type of bias, either sample or collector. Site 22LO535 (Rucker
1974) has a large number of shell-tempered sherds (46) relative to the numbers of grogtempered plain (444) and grog-tempered cordmarked (225). This discrepancy could be
explained by either the possibility that a larger sample would produce frequencies of
sherds that fit into the unimodal curve or that there are two distinct occupations at the site
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that happen to be in two consecutive periods. This site does not fit into the seriation as a
Late Woodland – Mississippian site because of the ratio of grog-tempered plain to grogtempered cordmarked. The high number of grog-tempered plain sherds prevents the site
from fitting into the unimodal curve as a Late Woodland – Mississippian site. Site
22OK887 is very similar to 22LO535 in that it has a high number of shell-tempered
sherds (4) relative to both grog-tempered plain (68) and grog-tempered cordmarked (23),
and that the discrepancy could be explained through either sampling error or the presence
of two distinct occupations at the site. However, in the case of site 22OK887 the small
sample of shell-tempered plain sherds (4) indicates that this is more likely a sample issue.
Site 22LO685 (Rucker 1974) also has a discrepancy in one type frequency. However,
unlike 22OK887 and 22LO535, the high number in 22LO685 is in sand-tempered plain
sherds (18) compared to grog-tempered plain (55) and grog-tempered cordmarked (46).
The ratio of grog-tempered plain to grog-tempered cordmarked prevents this site from
fitting into an earlier position in any seriation. The explanations for this high frequency
in sand-tempered plain could be sample size or multiple occupations; however, there is
one other explanation. Depending on the abundance of the grog temper, sherds can be
easily described as sand-tempered; such discrepancies in analysis could change the
frequencies for this assemblage enough for it not to fit into the seriations.
The assemblages filled out the unimodal curves in accordance with the
conventional knowledge of how pottery decoration and temper change through time in
the study area. Fiber temper was assumed to mark the early assemblages, followed by a
change through time to sand, then to grog, and then to shell tempers. Assemblage orders
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were heavily influenced by the frequencies of sand-tempered plain, grog-tempered plain
and cordmarked, and shell-tempered plain sherds.
Sand-tempered plain forms a unimodal curve in all three seriations (Figures 7-9).
Its highest frequency is early in the temporal sequence and its frequency gradually
shrinks through time. The frequencies of grog-tempered plain and cordmarked also form
unimodal curves.

Grog-tempered plain gains in frequency, then wanes, with a

corresponding increase in the frequency of grog-tempered cordmarked. This pattern is
evident in all three seriations. Shell-tempered plain only forms unimodal curves in the
longer-duration seriations, as discussed below. The frequency of shell-tempered plain is
greatest in the latest assemblages.
The seriations completed in this investigation yielded interesting and important
results. The data seriated into three independent orders. This is because of differences in
the durations of the assemblages (Dunnell 1980). Seriation One (Figure 12) represents the
shortest duration assemblages. This is evident because of the relatively small number of
different classes represented in each of the assemblages. Seriation Two (Figure 13)
represents assemblages of shorter duration than those on Seriation Three and of longer
duration than those on Seriation One. This is because of the amount of shell-tempered
plain found with other classes present in these assemblages, which is not present in
Seriation One’s groups. Seriation Three (Figure 14) represents the longest duration
assemblages present in the three seriations. It shows unimodal curves in five classes:
fiber-tempered plain, sand-tempered plain, grog-tempered plain, grog-tempered
cordmarked, and shell-tempered plain.

The increased presence of fiber temper and sand
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temper in Seriation Three indicates that Seriation Two has shorter-duration assemblages
than Seriation Three (i.e., there are more types present in Seriation Three). Five of the 7
assemblages represented in this seriation have both fiber-tempered and shell-tempered
sherds present.
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Figure 12 Seriation One
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Figure 14 Seriation Three

Figure 13 Seriation Two
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Once the assemblages are positioned relative to each other through time, it becomes
possible to investigate the speed of the spread of sedentariness; before this can be done, it
is also necessary to account for space. To do this, the assemblages on the seriations were
numbered. Numbers were assigned to the assemblages of similar duration in an ascending
fashion from earliest in time to latest.

Because the locations from which these

assemblages are known, these numbers can then be placed on a map and patterns through
space and time can be investigated. The numbered order of the assemblages derived for
the seriation can be found in Table 9. Figure 15 shows the relative locations of all the
sites with numbers corresponding to the position of the site in the seriation. These
different assemblage orders from all three seriations are plotted on the same map.

Table 9. Numbered Order of the Assemblages Derived for the Seriation
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Figure 15 Map showing the relative locations of all the sites with numbers
corresponding to the position of the site in the seriation
NOTE: site sizes on this map are not to scale.
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Once the assemblages are plotted with the corresponding number, it can be seen
that sedentariness spread gradually in the study area. The clustering of sites of similar
temporal association indicates that sedentariness was a gradual process. If sedentariness
spread rapidly, these assemblages would be spread out, indicating that sedentariness had
a wide distribution at a single time. Further indicating that sedentariness spread gradually
is that the assemblages of similar durations follow the same general clustering pattern.
The long-duration sites are located along the Tombigbee and Noxubee Rivers, while the
shorter-duration sites are located both in more upland locations and along the large rivers.
This clustering again indicates a gradual adoption of sedentariness in upland areas. Rapid
adoption of sedentariness would show long-duration sites interspersed with shorterduration sites everywhere, rather than just along the main rivers.

This is because

sedentariness would have spread across a broad riverine and upland space in a short time,
so that longer-duration sites would be present across the entire area.

Correspondence Analysis
The correspondence analysis results are very similar to the seriation results. The
assemblages that were removed for the seriation were removed from the correspondence
analysis for the same reasons. The numbers assigned to the assemblages based on their
order in the seriations are used to represent the assemblages in the correspondence
analysis; the numbers in Seriation One (Figure 12) are followed by the letter C as it was
necessary for PC-ORD to have a label for the numbers. There were two different types
of correspondence analyses done using the data present in Table 7; a Bray-Curtis type
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analysis for Seriation One, Two, Three, and all three combined (Figures 16, 17, 18, and
19), and a detrended (DCA) correspondence analysis for all assemblages (Figure 20). A
Bray-Curtis correspondence analysis operates on a two way (row-column) data matrix.
Like a seriation, the rows represent the assemblages and the columns represent the values
(counts) for each class. This Bray-Curtis correspondence analysis provides a view of the
data that represents the distances between the assemblages using as few axes as possible
(Smith and Neiman 2007). This measure of distance is the chi-squared distance. A DCA
correspondence analysis uses the same distance measure and data matrix as a BrayCurtis; however, it also has a detrending step. Detrending is the process of removing the
arch effect. This is done in two phases: detrending and rescaling. The detrending phase
divides the first axis into segments, and then centers the second axis on zero (Gauch
1982). The rescaling phase then aligns each segment on the first axis with 0 on the
second; this process shifts the positions of the assemblages along the axes to make the
beta diversity constant. This prevents the data from creating an arch, which causes an
artificial difference between the last assemblage and the first assemblage on the second
axis (Gauch 1982; Smith and Neiman 2007). As in the seriations, all of the assemblages
were analyzed using the same temper/surface finish type classes; however, the classes for
the correspondence analysis were not based on combined types like those for the
seriation. In this study, the eigenvalues, numbers associated with the variation present in
successive axes are presented as the percent of the variation in the inertia encompassed
by the axis (Smith and Neiman 2007).

Because most data sets can be adequately

represented in three dimensions (Smith and Neiman 2007), only the eigenvalues from the
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three axes representing the most variation will be presented here. Table 10 shows the
correspondence analysis eigenvalues for the Bray-Curtis and DCA analyses of all
assemblages.
With the percentage of variation encompassed by each axis known, it is important
to understand what these axes represent. In this case, the first two axes represent time
and site duration respectively. This is evident in the Bray-Curtis correspondence analysis
of all assemblages combined (Figure 19). As Axis One is followed from right to left, the
number corresponding to the assemblage’s position in the seriation gets larger. In the
Bray-Curtis analysis (Figure 19), this is difficult to see because of the presence of an
“arch effect”. The DCA shows this trend on Axis One quite clearly, as the site on the far
right is 1C and the site on the far left is 20C (Figure 20). This indicates time is the main
factor differentiating these assemblages. Axis Two represents site duration. This can be
seen through the division of the long-duration sites, as represented by the letters A and B,
from the short-duration sites, C, in the DCA (Figure 20). The two assemblages, 1B and
2A, are somewhat intermingled with the shorter-duration sites; however, these
assemblages are still below 1C and they are likely so high on the second axis because
they are much earlier assemblages and as such are more similar to the shorter-duration
sites because axis one accounts for more of the inertia. In the Bray-Curtis analysis, the
short-duration sites make an arch over the longer-duration sites (Figure 19). A further
case for Axis One representing time and Axis Two representing site duration appears in
the DCA (Figure 20). The use of DCA is intended to remove the “arch effect”. This
effect is present when the score from Axis Two is a quadratic function of the score of
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Axis One (Smith and Neiman 2007). This “arch effect” is visible in the Bray-Curtis
ordination presented in this investigation (Figure 19), starting at the bottom of Figure 19
with assemblage 1C. The arch moves towards the right of Axis One to assemblage 2C,
then up Axis Two, to assemblage 13C, and then moves back across Axis One and down
to Axis Two ending at 16C. The “arch effect” is a relatively harmless distortion of the
data and occurs most commonly when the data contain unimodal curves, as do these data
(Smith and Neiman 2007). The main reason for this distortion comes from the nature of
the frequencies present in unimodal curves. Because the unimodal curve is bell-shaped,
the frequencies between a class in the first and last assemblages are similar. This can be
visualized by looking at Seriation One in this investigation. The frequencies of grogtempered plain grow, then shrink; this causes two assemblages to have close to the same
frequencies of grog-tempered plain sherds. This, however, is not a problem in a seriation
because other classes are used to order the assemblages. In the correspondence analysis,
the two assemblages are further apart on Axis Two, indicating that they are indeed
different; however, the Bray-Curtis analysis makes these assemblages closer because of
the similar frequencies in a specific type.

There are some who believe that the “arch

effect” is too great a distortion of the data and they have developed DCA analysis to
remove this effect (Figure 20).

The correspondence analysis indicates that the

assemblages were separated more by time than by site duration. This can be seen in the
greater variation encompassed in the axis representing time over the axis representing site
duration.
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Figure 16 Bray-Curtis correspondence analysis of the assemblages in Seriation One
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Figure 17 Bray-Cutis correspondence analysis of Seriation Two
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Figure 18 Bray-Curtis correspondence analysis of Seriation Three
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Figure 19 Bray-Curtis correspondence analysis of all assemblages combined
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Figure 20 Detrended (DCA) correspondence analysis for all assemblages

Table 10 Correspondence Analysis Eigenvalues for the Bray-Curtis and DCA Analyses
of All Assemblages
Ordination
Type
Bray-Curtis
Detrended
(DCA)

Axis 1
19.4

Axis 2
21.67

Axis 3
10.52

32.76

5.78

3.87
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS

Both the correspondence analysis and the seriations support the hypothesis that
the spread of sedentariness in this area was a gradual process. The seriations show this
through plotting the presumed sedentary settlements on a map and investigating the
spread of sedentariness through time.

The correspondence analysis allows the

mathematical creation of axes representing variation.

The axis representing time

encompassed the most variation, indicating that time had more to do with the differences
in the assemblages than space. Diagnostic artifacts can be used to investigate how gradual
the spread of sedentariness was. The presence of Gulf Formational pottery at the longerduration sites in the river valleys indicated that sedentariness likely began around 800
B.C in the river valleys. The presence of sand-tempered cordmarked sherds in the North
Central Hills indicates that sedentariness occurred between 200 B.C. – 0 A.D during the
Middle Woodland period in the uplands. Using these diagnostics it becomes apparent
that it took sedentariness approximately 600 years to spread from the Tombigbee and
Noxubee River Valleys into the North Central Hills.
The use of these two methods in conjunction proved to be very beneficial because
they can illustrate data in different manners, yet use the same assemblages. Seriations
can also help to illustrate and explain the “arch effect” present in the correspondence
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analysis. There is still much to learn about the settlement patterns represented in this part
of Mississippi; for example, how would a rapid transition to agriculture in a local area
affect this gradual sedentariness pattern? It is possible that the selection of agriculture
over other subsistence modes could spread sedentariness more rapidly than would be
possible in a gradual model.

Would sedentary settlement patterns differ between

agricultural and non-agricultural populations? A sedentary agricultural settlement pattern
might appear very different than a non-agricultural sedentary settlement pattern. This can
be surmised in the seriations. There is very little shell tempering at the short-duration
sites, indicating that Mississippian-period intensive agriculture may have been practiced
at other sites, hence, indicating a different settlement pattern. How do different
environmental resources affect this pattern? It is possible that environmental resource
availability could affect the speed of adoption of sedentariness. This is because the
gradual spread of sedentariness is based on a mobile population reaching a threshold
event and then adopting sedentariness. Environmental factors might also play a role in
reaching this threshold. It is possible that populations in resource-rich environments
reach the threshold for sedentariness faster than populations in a resource-poor
environment. In what other regions and areas is this pattern present? East-central
Mississippi cannot be the only place where a gradual change to sedentariness took place.
These are very important questions that can help broaden our understanding of overall
settlement patterns. However, understanding the speed of change to sedentariness can
allow a greater grasp and more refined hypotheses in regards to these further questions in
this area.
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Population density, both before and after the adoption of sedentariness, becomes
very important due to the gradual spread of sedentariness. This gradual spread means
that there was little competition between mobile and sedentary populations in a local
area. This suggests that each population in each different local environment reached the
threshold at a different time and that each local environment would have a different
threshold. This would be testable in scientific terms. In this local area there are many
different physiographic regions.

Each of these different environments would have

different thresholds for sedentariness.

If population density was one of the factors

selecting for sedentariness, and sedentariness allows population growth, then populations
might abandon local environments when the environment could no longer support the
entire population. Such population density pressures can also be seen in the use of
secondary resources (Peacock 2002). As evidence for secondary resource use grows in
local environments, it is possible that the population density was growing as well.
Therefore, if the indicators for sedentariness are present along with a high use of
secondary resources, it is likely that population density was a driving factor in
sedentariness. The methods needed to test this rely on previously collected data. By
looking at the change in secondary resource use through time and relating that to the
number of sites that are present and displaying the indicators of sedentariness, it is
possible to derive the effects of population density on sedentariness. It is possible that
this population-density driven settlement pattern is present in the North Central Hills. In
this physiographic region, there was little habitation pre-Woodland period followed by
lots of habitation during the Woodland period (Peacock 1997). Using the hypothesis
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outlined, it would be possible to test the physiographic regions surrounding the North
Central Hills for evidence of sedentariness. If the evidence for sedentariness in these
areas can be linked to the Woodland period, then the increase in habitation of the North
Central Hills can be seen as the threshold for sedentariness being reached due to range
constriction from the surrounding regions.
Also as a result of this gradual adoption of sedentariness, there is the possibility of
populations expanding to fill in the areas not already occupied. This can be tested
through looking at the placement of long-duration sites within a local environment. If
there are broadly spaced long-duration sites in a local environment, and within the
intervening spaces are shorter-duration sites, then it is likely that these shorter-duration
sites are the result of infilling. If the long-duration sites are clustered close together, or
the shorter-duration sites surrounding the long-duration sites are temporally earlier than
the start of the long-duration site, then the pattern is likely not a result of infilling. The
methods for this investigation would rely on plotting the long-duration sites on a GIS
map and then looking at the attributes of the surrounding sites, including distance from
the long-duration site, the physiographic region of the site, and the time that the site was
occupied. After taking this into consideration, it would be possible to test a hypothesis
regarding infilling. This infilling is visible in these results, especially on the shortduration sites, which look like they’re infilling along the Tombigbee River.
This work suggests that sedentariness is a gradual process contingent on the local
environment that each population inhabits. If competition between mobile and sedentary
populations does not occur, sedentariness happens as a gradual result of an increase in
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population density and range constriction. This competition did not occur in the study
area. This suggests that in any area where this competition does not occur, sedentariness,
if it occurs, will be a gradual process. There is always the possibility that competition
between mobile and sedentary populations can occur; this competition would create a
much different settlement pattern than the one present in east-central Mississippi.
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